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What does Lin Hao want? I love you, I love you, I love you. The picture afterwards is funny, Lei
Ling still maintains this several years old girl look, while Lin Ruoshi who has grown into a big girl
still has to call Lei Ling a little aunt.

"Dad, what happened to Uncle Ao Dog just now? Why did he run away in a huff,
was he aggravated by something? How come when Xiaoshi called out to him, he didn't even
ignore me." Lin Ruoshi was picked up by Lin Hao, while Lin Ruoshi was incomparably curious.

Just now when Lin Ruoshi came over to call out to Lin Hao to go to dinner, she
happened to run into Ao Dog leaving with a depressed and manic face.

"Don't pay attention to him, he's angry with himself." Lin Hao smiled and didn't
take it to heart, it was up to Ao Dog to decide what he wanted to do, after all, everyone had the

right to choose.

He was willing to be a salted fish, spending his days with strong wine, chasing
after that illusory, and originally not belonging to him, warmth between half-drunk and
half-awake, that was also his personal choice.

"How can one still be angry with oneself? So strange." Lin Ruoshi listened to the

clouds, the world of adults was really so complicated.



"Xiao shi, I have a feeling that your mother is coming back soon oh." Lin Hao
already had a very strong feeling that Shen Xiyan was about to return, but for some reason, Lin
Hao's eyelids kept jumping wildly.

Could it be that with Shen Xiyan's return, something else bad would happen?

The Underworld was no longer able to send Judges to earth, and the Western

European Church was being attacked by the Warring Bears.

With the situation unknown, and the Angelic Church side choosing to wait and see,
what other threat could there be to make him feel uneasy?

Lin Hao had actually overlooked one thing, and that was Chen Bei Xuan.

What made Lin Hao feel uneasy was none other than Chen Bei Xuan's ultimate
reckoning, the very final arrangement for their family!

Lin Ruoshi did not question Lin Hao again this time, nodding in the same vein,
"Yes, yes, I feel it too, mum will be back soon, happy, happy heart."

"I can feel it too."



Lei Ling leaned against the entrance of Lin Hao's courtyard and looked at Lin

Hao's father and daughter with her hands on her chest, but Lei Ling frowned: "But I always have
a bad feeling, I can't say, it's vague, not strong, but real, it feels, it feels like I'm being counted

on."

A laser flashed in Lin Hao's mind and he reacted with a jolt, cursing in his heart,
Lin Hao already knew roughly the source of this unease, although it wasn't serious, it was never
good, and it was 100% related to that old bastard Chen Bei Xuan.

Even Lin Hao already had a premonition of what was coming.

"Chen Xuanfeng, pass the order down, in three days' time, have all the Immortal

House Masters from all the regions, gather at the Qing Yun Heavenly Palace, I have an important
decree to announce." Lin Hao used his divine thoughts to inform the acting Qing Yun Heavenly

Palace Master to gather these people and make some preparations in advance.

Although Lin Hao kept cursing Chen Bei Xuan in his heart, he was also clear that
the wheel of fate would not stop moving forward anymore, he could not stop it, and there was no
way for everyone to stop it.

Chen Xuanfeng, who had received the order, immediately ordered all the

immortal houses to be notified, and in less than a day's time, all of the more than 100 immortal

house masters had gathered at the Qing Yun Heavenly Palace.

The time was not up, so Lin Hao did not rush to deal with the affairs of the

Qingyun Heavenly Palace, but held Lin Ruo Shi's hand and travelled across the distance to the



capital to make an appointment with the Dragon Lord, along with the four subdued guardians of

the Dragon Sect, and the head of the Dragon Group, Vermilion Bird.

The Dragon Master, Vermilion Bird, Chen Kai, Lin Yin and all of them gathered in

the Dragon Master's office, Lin Hao was sipping tea on the side, and Vermilion Bird was teasing

Lin Ruoshi over there.

"How come I haven't seen your daughter?" Lin Hao was a little curious and had

not seen Qin Yuxin.

The Dragon Master said without a good mood, "She went to drink the evening
breeze your father had ......"

Lin Hao twitched the corners of his mouth in embarrassment and had the good
sense not to continue this topic.

"Tell me, what do you want to do by suddenly calling us here?" The Dragon Lord
was also curious as to why Lin Hao had suddenly gathered them all here, was there something big
going on again?
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Oh my God, things have just come to an end on the Tagg side and something is going to happen

again?



"Nothing much is going on, it's just to get these organisations out of the limelight,
it's nothing really." Lin Hao smiled, "Dragon Sect's four town guards as well as the Dragon Group,
withdraw from the public eye, it's time to bring society back to a more peaceful state."

"I've asked the Qing Yun Heavenly Palace to gather all the lords of the immortal

houses, they don't belong to this era and will eventually leave it, there's also my position, let's
give me a secret dismissal as well."

The crowd had question marks on their heads: ????

The Dragon Lord even shook his head directly: "Forget about stepping down from
your post, you have been classified as a top secret file, and you will always be the highest general

and commander in China, when one day you have a whim, you can have a play where the general
comes back strongly."

Lin Hao was also crying and laughing at the words of the Dragon Lord: "Do I have
to learn to crook my mouth first? When your little mouth is crooked, your aura is all over the
place, isn't it?"

"I'm too lazy to care about you, that's your business, tell me, what's going on?"
The Dragon Master was very helpless and hurried to bring the topic back on track.

"Actually, I'm not sure, but I'm able to vaguely guess something, I guess, but it's
impossible to say is all." Lin Hao made his guess, or rather his guess as to where Chen Bei Xuan
and his group's plan would eventually end up.



Everything that did not belong to this age would be completely stripped away
from this age at the end, an age that did not belong to the gods.

After some explanation, everyone was so shocked that they stared at each other in
silence.

But the most excited of these people was the Dragon Master, for this outcome was
what he wanted to see the most.

Although with the Dragon Sect's extreme cooperation, they did have a complete

set of decrees to restrain the Illusionary Spiritists, but for the ordinary people, the beginning? Shan
Yi Ai Di Serves Yi Fuzzy Grill? is ultimately a great imbalance.

At the same time, it also made many people stop indulging in cultivation and put
more thought into their lives, delving into literature and technology.

The Dragon Master looked at Lin Hao with less certainty, "Are you, can you be
sure?"

"Then the hell knows if Old Deng thinks that way, but the odds are that it's what I
just said." Lin Hao directly dumped the pot on Chen Beixuan, it had nothing to do with him if he

guessed wrong anyway, it was Chen Beixuan's pot.



"Alright, let's do as you said and issue the Dragon Sect Order." The Dragon Lord
gave the order, allowing the four Dragon Sect town guards as well as the Vermillion Bird to leave
first.

Although they were also reluctant to leave now, it was so hard to meet Lin Hao and
this was just coming and going again, to be honest, in their opinion, meeting Lin Hao was much
harder than meeting the Dragon Master.

But they were essentially soldiers, and it was the duty of soldiers to carry out

orders, so no one disobeyed orders and left quickly.

The office was left with Lin Hao, the Dragon Master and Lin Ruoshi, and the

atmosphere suddenly fell into an awkward calm again.

"In these two years, I'm also ready to step down." The Long Lord who had been

silent for a long time slowly spoke, he was already old, and it was time for the young people to

come next.

Lin Hao nodded, not making any comments.

He was unwilling to interfere in these matters from the beginning, let alone impose
his will to change them.



It was this group of old people who had led China onto the path of glory, and he

believed that those who came after him would be able to lead China to an even more glorious
future.

"Looking at your preparation now, I reckon this thing is eight or nine out of ten,
only, are you going too? You are the patron saint of Huaxia." The Dragon Lord gazed at Lin Hao

seriously and solemnly.

Perhaps, this was the ultimate purpose of the Dragon Lord taking the initiative to

speak!

The Dragon Lord's enquiry caused Lin Hao to fall silent.

Seeing Lin Hao's silence, the Dragon Lord also guessed a few things and hurriedly

said, "It's still young compared to the entire international, it still needs someone capable enough to
lead it forward."

Lin Hao helplessly spread his hands, "Leading it forward is your business, all I can
do is to keep it from falling down as much as possible."

"Alright, having this from you is enough." A bright smile bloomed on the Dragon

Lord's face.
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He was getting old, and sooner or later he would have to replace him with someone younger, but
he could not be sure that the new young man would be able to make the young China go further.

He was not sure what kind of existence Lin Hao was, but he knew that with Lin

Hao around, China would be safe.

Lin Hao sometimes does not look like a prude, but when it comes to matters of
right and wrong, he will not tolerate any mistakes, and he is a man of promise.

Lin Hao shook his head in amusement when he saw the Dragon Master like this, "I
can't really make any promises, look how happy you are.

Before the Dragon Lord could reply, Lin Hao had already disappeared without a

trace, the Dragon Lord looked at the empty office and shook his head, smiling lightly, "It's just
me being redundant, you have a long life span, but for at least a hundred years, this is still your
home, with your home here, you will not give up this aspect of heaven and earth."

Lin Hao left the imperial city and arrived directly in the middle of the Qing Yun
Heavenly Palace, Lin Hao's imminent arrival immediately caused everyone to react and bow

respectfully, "See the Palace Master!"

Lin Hao carried Lin Ruoshi and placed her on the palace master's seat, while he
himself stood next to the throne and gently raised his right hand upwards, "All rise, no need to be
polite."



Together with the personnel of the Qingyun Heavenly Palace itself, as well as the
House Masters from the various Great Daxian mansions that had converged over, there were
hundreds of immortal slaves gathered here.

"I have called everyone here to make an important announcement, next, no one
may disobey and must comply, otherwise, they will dissipate into the human world together with
the immortal mansions!" Lin Hao's voice was not loud, but it boomed in everyone's ears as if it
was an explosive thunder.

They did not doubt the truthfulness of Lin Hao's words, and they understood very
well that Lin Hao was a man who could do what he said, and that a single sword could destroy the
Immortal Mansion, just like the Yellow Emperor who broke the Immortal Court with a single

sword.

Lin Hao quickly announced his next move, he wasn't entirely sure, but it would
be good to be prepared early, so that no one would be prepared and cause other problems, which
would be bad.

Lin Hao told all the Immortal Houses to get ready, they would join the Immortal

Houses at any time and break away from the space bordering China.

The second point was simple: without the permission of the Qing Yun Heavenly

Palace, no one was allowed to leave the Immortal Mansions to descend to earth easily, and the

earthly order would be managed by the earth itself, without interference.

Just as Lin Hao once said, the gods are at dusk, the earth is at dawn!



When the gods descend to earth, how can mortals not be involved in it?

Trying to avoid it was completely impossible.

These immortal house lords looked at each other, all with shocked and dismayed

expressions on their faces, they seemed to have sensed something, or rather, anticipated
something!

Lin Hao did not give them the chance or time to discuss more, and dismissed

them directly, Lin Hao? Shan closed Lu Zhaosi? Nor did he worry that they would disobey the

order; the next ones would not need to rely on the faith of the earth at all anymore, but to obtain
what they needed directly from the New Immortal Court.

These Immortal House Masters also understood that who would dare to disobey
the orders of the New Immortal Court?

Now that Lin Hao had told them in advance to get ready, what did that mean? It

meant that the battle for the Underworld had been settled, and that it would be difficult for the

Underworld to raise any shocking waves.

In the middle of the Sea of Blood, the battle was nearing its end. Under the
earth-shattering battle, all the Judges of the Underworld were killed and injured, while Shen
Xiyan, a man and a dragon, stood proudly above the Sea of Blood, majestic, like a god
overlooking the reckless earth.



Next to him, Chen Lao Er stood respectfully behind him, his eyebrows lowered in
a lapdog-like manner.

"Chen Lao Er." Shen Xiyan's voice was incomparably cold as he spoke.

"My little one is here, master but please command." Chen Lao Er's body trembled

and hurriedly went forward to salute, but in his heart, he was shocked beyond belief, fortunately
he had made the right choice, ah, that was hundreds of Judges strong, one man and one dragon

actually had the momentum of a woman in charge, no one could beat them.
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"Since you have surrendered to me, you should have your name made right, and I, Shen Xiyan,
will make it right for you today!"

"Shen Xiyan, the God of Killing! From now on, Chen Lao Er will be the Lord of the
Endless Sea of Blood, the God of the Sea of Blood, stationed at the Sea of Blood, serving me, and
without my permission, no one from the earthly underworld can step into the Sea of Blood!" After
saying this, Shen Xiyan's body was blossoming with hazy light, and the gorgeous light

blossomed with a mysterious and mysterious rhythm.

Chen Lao Er's body trembled violently, and the same light began to be released

from his body, mirroring the light from Shen Xiyan's body.



Chen Lao Er's realm was the realm of a seventh grade Illusionary Spirit Master,
climbing at a terrifying rate, hitting all the way up to the eighth grade early stage Illusionary Spirit
Master before coming to a halt.

Chen Lao Er was trembling, one from excitement, the other from shock. Chen Lao
Er knelt down towards Shen Xiyan with incomparable devotion, as if he was worshipping a god:
"I will obey the teachings of my lord, I will do my duty and subdue the Sea of Blood forever!"

The power of a supreme deity, whose words were followed by the law, could
make a deity, even the most ordinary deity, but this was still the power of a Tongxuan, which was
terrifying.

Shen Xiyan nodded gently, "You should wait here."

After she finished speaking, Shen Xiyan's figure quietly dissipated. Nowadays,
she had already absorbed the entire Sea of Blood's killing blood energy for her own use, and Shen
Xiyan's realm had also reached an extremely terrifying level, exactly what level, even Shen Xiyan
herself could not say.

But in her eyes, the gods of the eighth realm were no longer a threat, but mere ants
that could be killed with the lift of a hand.

Only at this moment did Shen Xiyan truly realise the supreme greatness of the
Heavenly Dao, and the stronger she was, the more clearly she could perceive it.



Outside the Underworld, a crimson haze descended from the sky.

At the moment the Battle of the Sea of Blood ended, the Underworld already knew
that it could not be done, and began to sound the call to arms.

In the midst of the great formation, the trapped Avril's doppelganger and the

doppelganger of SectMaster Rai'een saw this scene as well. Both of them looked at each other and

revealed a shocked look, did they say that this was the end of it all? In the end, it was Chen Bei
Xuan and the others who were the better schemers and had completely sealed the victory.

"Avril, why has my daddy kept asking for help from the Angelic Church without

getting a response, what do you mean? If those madmen from the War Bears really succeeded,
would your Angelic Church be able to survive on its own?" The Rai'een Dharma body stared at

Avril with a frown.

The two of them were trapped here, and their connection to the outside world was
sometimes faint, but they were able to know a few things.

This group of lunatics who only knew how to fight had caused the Western
European Church some headaches, and they had been asking for help from their ally, the Angelic
Church, but it was as if the Angelic Church had not received the message and did not pay any

attention to it.

A smile of helplessness appeared on Avril's beautiful face as she shook her head
gently: "Raiyan, the best time for us to strike has already been missed, so what if you and I join

forces? Just hunker down and bow your head when it's time to do so."



Raiyan stared at Avril with a grim look on his face, he couldn't understand how

Avril could think that way. Was it really a done deal now? He didn't think so, it wasn't that
simple!

Chen Beixuan and the men of the Soviet War Bear Shrine had also suffered heavy

losses in this battle, losing more than half of their men.Who else, apart from the so-called Sons of
Heaven's Destiny, could have withstood their full-scale attack? That would be impossible!

Avril had already seen the end of the story, so she turned a deaf ear to Rai'een's
questioning, not bothering to talk to her opponent.

Shen Xiyan descended from the sky as a red light and landed lightly in front of
Chen Beixuan and the others, "Shen Xiyan has met all the seniors."

"No need to be polite." Lin Cang Dao smiled as he helped Shen Xiyan up, "Girl,
letting you stay in this darkness? Grasping love zero ground zero whisking ershan? day ghost

place for so long, it's really aggravating for you."
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Shen Xiyan could not help but stare, she did not expect the other party would say such words upon
meeting, Shen Xiyan gently shook her head: "This is what the younger generation should do."



"Cough cough ......" Lin Cangdou coughed awkwardly, Chen Beixuan was also
looking around at the side, looking up at the black dome of the underworld, as if he was looking
for stars, he just wouldn't meet Shen Xiyan's eyes.

Not only the two of them, Shen Xi Yan found that the strongest ones were also

dodging their gazes and did not dare to look directly at them, which could not help but make

Shen Xi Yan frown: "Senior Chen, what is going on? Is it related to Lin Hao!"

However Chen Bei Xuan? Wu Yi Pao closed the ground to serve Ai Di? Like he

didn't hear it, looking around, such a powerful bull, at this moment it was like he was deaf.

Lin Cang Dao was not good enough to kick Chen Bei Xuan: "People girl doll
shouted you, don't fucking play dumb for me!"

"Fuck, I know." Chen Bei Xuan glared back in no good humour, "If she calls out to
me, she calls out to me, what are you kicking me for? Besides, it's not like you don't know what

she's asking me, you don't know to help answer it, you have to ask me to say it personally?"

Lin Cang Dou rolled his eyes, with a lazy expression, he turned around and left,
once Lin Cang Dou left, the others even dispersed with a bang, no one wanted to get into trouble.

He was worried about finding an excuse to slip away, thinking: "Chen Beixuan,
Chen Beixuan, you dug your own hole, fill it up yourself, I won't take the blame for you this time.



The first time I saw this, Chen Bei Xuan's face became more and more ugly and

embarrassed, and Shen Xiyan's face also became a bit ugly, it seems that she guessed correctly,
it must be something related to Lin Hao, looking at them like this, I think it is not good news.

Chen Bei Xuan smiled awkwardly: "Xiyan ah, you child I have seen you

understand since you were young, this matter I told you, you must not be angry ah ......" Shen
Xiyan frowned deeper, especially looking at Chen Bei Xuan that embarrassed look, but also some
crying and laughing.

This old senior is very wrong ah, I'm afraid this bad news is a few points worse

than the news he expected.

"You child, what are you looking at me like that for, just tell me if you're angry or
not." Chen Bei Xuan reprimanded in embarrassment.

Shen Xiyan was helpless, "Old senior you haven't even told me what it is, how
dare I guarantee to be angry or not."

"Count on begging." Chen Bei Xuan cursed and directly threw a jade butterfly to

Shen Xiyan, leaving a sentence for Shen Xiyan to check for herself, and then directly ran away

without a trace.

Shen Xiyan looked at the jade butterfly in her hand, her brows locked even more,
looking at Chen Bei Xuan's appearance, she was afraid that things might be even worse than she

had imagined? If that was the case, then things might be really big.



The jade butterfly is what strong people use to store information, similar to the
USB drives we use, but this is a little more advanced.

Shen Xiyan injected divine thoughts to check the information inside the jade
butterfly, and was shocked by the first line: The end of this matter is not the real end, but the
beginning of everything, and everything that comes next is no longer for them to interfere with,
everything depends on you and your family ......

The first time I saw a woman, she was so angry that she had to go after Chen

Beixuan, even if she could not beat him.

If Lin Hao knew about this, he would probably be so angry that he would descend
to the Underworld to settle the score with this old thing by killing himself!

This is too much of a trap!

The key is that you can't even do this to people ...... just to catch them and their

family, where the hell can you justify this?

The first thing you need to do is to get the best out of it. I know why everyone has

to say a few words about you, you bastard, wait! Lin Hao will definitely not let you go when he
learns about this!"
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When Shen Xiyan finished her scolding, she didn't stop and dashed off in the direction of the Nai
He Bridge. When the army of the Witch tribe saw this, they naturally didn't stop anything and
sent Shen Xiyan away.

When Meng saw Shen Xi Yan leave, she already knew the general situation and

waved her hand to indicate the five tribes' army to retreat, and at the same time, she also chanted,
"Chen Bei Xuan, you old turtle, remember your promise, we, etc., are leaving."

Chen Beixuan, who was hiding somewhere, heard the angry shouting one after

another and shrank his head back in fear, knowing that he was at a disadvantage, he could only

laugh.

The key is that the people who scolded him this time are his own people, he would
never dare to take the risk.

The actual fact is that you can't be sure that you're going to be able to get a good
deal on your own. Love closed Yi Ai Di zero steak zero?

Including Lin Cangdou, who was outside the formation, also did the same,
shaking his head and laughing, "This old thing, he deserved to be scolded like that, it was all
self-inflicted, he deserved it."

Lin Cangdou had forgotten that it was indeed Chen Beixuan who had done the
calculating, but he hadn't been less involved.



Lin Cang Dou collected the expression on his face and looked at Ai Weier with an
ancient well: "I wonder what the Angelic Church's Godfather has called me here for?"

AiWeier rose and bowed slightly to Lin Cangdou, without any nonsense, and told
him that what had happened before was wrong on the part of the Angelic Church, and asked Lin

Cangdou to forgive him.

From now on, they would follow the will of Heaven, the core members of the

Angelic Church would no longer interfere with earthly affairs, and the Angelic Church would also
withdraw from earth and would not set foot on earth without permission, thus offsetting their
previous wrongdoings, hoping that the other party would not pursue the matter.

"Avril, you are mad!" Rai'een stared at Avril in shock, he couldn't understand
what kind of medicine Avril had taken, everything was still undecided, she had even conceded,
even a little bit bowing down to the New Immortal Court of China!

Lin Cangdun looked at Ai Weier in amazement, he did not expect this woman to

have some courage, and she was also so deep-rooted.

After a long time, Lin CangDong nodded and agreed, "Yes, but we also have two
conditions, firstly, you withdraw, we will not interfere with your deity order, this we have no
intention to care, but you remember the oath you said, secondly, your Dharma body here, but still
cannot leave this formation, can you agree?"

Avril's brow was furrowed, it was clear that the other party was still not at ease
with them, but it was a good idea to leave their bodies here so that the people of the Chinese

Immortal Court could relax their guard.



After thinking about it for a long time, Avril nodded gently, "I agree."

"Avril ...... you ...... you ...... you ......" Ruiayne you half day but can not say a

complete sentence, it seems Avril has a premeditated plan, otherwise why several times to ask for
help each other ignored, never ask the Western Church and the war bear temple war.

Avril turned a deaf ear to Raiane's anger, but secretly sent a message saying,
"Well played, it's almost time to take a stand."

Sure enough not long after, Rui'ai En looked at Lin Cang Dao smiling, Rui'ai En
sighed helplessly, "I also agree, but I have a condition, let the War Bear Temple's withdraw from

the battlefield first."

Lin CangDong smiled, "The moment I arrived here to speak with you, the War

Bear Divine Hall was already withdrawing its troops."

Hearing Lin Cang Dao say this, Rui'ai En said nothing more and sat down sullenly,
it seemed that the other party had long since eaten them up, and had eaten up the fact that they

would agree to it, before they dared to give the order to withdraw their troops so recklessly in

advance.

Seeing that the matter was over, there was nothing more to be said. Lin and the

others retreated back, and the Witch tribe also retreated under the leadership of Meng, stationing
themselves at the Nai He Bridge, which was supposed to be her territory.



The Hades also retreated to Hades territory, while Chen Bei Xuan and his group

built a city between the Hades and the Nai He Bridge, where a huge buffer zone would be built in
preparation for a long-term plan.
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As for the three ways out of the Underworld, all of them were blocked, the Blood River they could
not cross, the downstream end of the Underworld River was also blocked, and as for trying to

directly cross Chen Bei Xuan and them, and then cross the Nai He Bridge to descend to earth, that
was even more of a fool's dream, existences above the Judges could not descend to earth at all!

The Ten Hades all gathered in the palace where the Bodhisattva of Earth Store was.

"No matter, no need to worry, let them go, this is just the beginning, why bother?"
The Earth Store sat on a futon, hands folded, not even opening his eyes, as if all this had nothing
to do with him.

"I respectfully obey the Bodhisattva's dharma." With this word from the

Bodhisattva of the Ten Halls of Hell, they naturally no longer had to worry about anything, let
alone need to worry about anything.

In Jinling, in the peach blossom formation in the backyard of the Lin family's
ancestral home.



Ao Dog and Lin Hao were having a drink in front of the grave of Qing Shirt Fairy

and Ling Yun, and the colourful peach blossom petals were something else.

This has become Ao Dog's regular haunt, and he stays here almost whenever he

can, and Lin Hao also comes to drink with Ao Dog from time to time.

But every time he saw Ao Dog playing with himself in a drunken stupor, it was a
bit painful. But Ao Dog liked to be like this, and after Lin Hao had told him a few times that it

didn't work, he didn't care anymore.

Suddenly, a killing aura descended, enveloping the entire Jinling, not to mention
the Illusionary Spirit Masters, even ordinary people could feel suffocated, as if the air had frozen

all of a sudden.

Ao Dog and Lin Hao suddenly looked up, Lin Hao was surprised, so were Lei Ling
and the girls, and Lin Ruoshi was even more surprised, shouting, "Mom, it's mommy who's
back!"

Chen Haobei, who was sweeping the floor not far away, instantly came to life,
"Shit? The goddess is back? Hahahaha, my goddess has finally returned!

It was a good thing that this breath-taking aura flickered away, Shen Xiyan
returned to earth, not paying attention to her aura outward for a moment, it actually shook the

whole Jinling, she reacted and quickly collected her killing aura.



A crimson light descended from the sky, accompanied by peach blossom petals,
a slender figure landed in the back garden, the peach blossoms dispersed, a long red dress Shen

Xiyan stood in front of the two dumbfounded, her hair was pinned with the phoenix dance Liuhua
hairpin given to her by Lin Hao.

Seeing the dumbfounded looks of Lin Hao and Ao Yu, Shen Xi Yan's cold face

could not help but reveal a smile.

"Mum, Xiao shi misses you so much." Lin Ruoshi darted over and jumped into

Shen Xi Yan's arms.

The frost that seemed to be on Shen Xiyan's face quietly dissipated the moment

Lin Ruo Shi entered her arms, and her face was filled with maternal glow, dotingly holding Lin

Ruo Shi in her arms.

"Sister-in-law, you've finally come back." Lei Ling was also very happy to see
Shen Xiyan, but always felt that the aura on Shen Xiyan was a little cold, making Lei Ling

somewhat subconsciously afraid to get too close.

The god of killing, ruling the supreme way of killing, like the commander of all

armies who holds the power of life and death, is not only cold, but also fierce.

"Female ......" Chen Haobei also bravely followed, but unfortunately did not finish
his words, was Shen Xiyan a look scared enough, the words can not be said in full, the whole
person froze in place, as if by the Medusa eye to petrify the same.



Chen Haobei's heart was in a state of shock: Holy shit! The goddess had gone out
for a while and then returned, not just a goddess, but an empress, this was too scary, but I
admired her even more!

Shen Xiyan was also quite puzzled, how could this guy be here?

But nowadays Shen Xiyan has long been different from before, Chen Haobei's
matter is only slightly puzzled, but not put on the heart, and then is waved his hand: "The others
leave first, Xiao Ling, Xiao Shi and Hao stay."

Ai dyed earth ground cover closed Lu dyed? "I'll tell you guys a big shocking
secret."

Ao Dog saw this and very sensibly left, seeing Chen Haobei still standing dazed

in the same place, Ao Dog directly walked over and carried it away directly like carrying a small

chicken.
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It is reasonable to say that now Chen Haobei has benefited greatly during this period of time, but
has reached the realm of the fifth grade illusionary spirit master, as far as Ao Dog's weak strength
today, not a minute to be killed by him back ah, a slight resistance to break free.

Naive Chen Hao Bei saw the goddess descend and forgot what he was going to do,
and was directly carried away, only then did he react to what Shen Xiyan had just said was for

them to leave.



Lin Hao stood up, embraced Shen Xiyan into his arms, and the family hugged

three, ah no, four, and Lei Ling also came over and hugged the three Lin Hao at the periphery.

"It's been a hard time for you." Lin Hao's face was overflowing with happiness,
and his smile was incomparable, he had returned, Shen Xiyan had finally returned ah.

A family reunion, this is the most delightful thing.

Shen Xiyan's frosty face also burst into a bright smile, and Lin Ruo Shi was the

happiest of all, how happy it was.

Unbeknownst to them, while they were embracing each other, there was a
shocking event happening all over the world, but only an illusionist could know about it!

If you are not an Illusionary Spirit Master, you are not qualified to sense it at all.

All the immortal mansions within China trembled continuously, with spatial
fluctuations causing violent ripples throughout them, and not only that, the Qing Yun Heavenly

Palace was also trembling.

The tremors included the River God Spiritual Domain, as well as the Thunder
Split Mountain Spiritual Domain.



Many people were unaware of what was happening.

And yet, all those who had reached the realm of the Fourth Grade Illusionary

Spiritist were strongly summoned by the Qing Yun Heavenly Palace.

The Battle Bear Divine Hall personnel returned and the Battle Bear Divine Hall
likewise began to tremble, and not only that, this was the case all over the world, but all? Earth

Servant Servant Zero Lu Closed Yi Servant? Illusionary Spirit Masters of the fourth rank and

above are all sensing incomparably strong sensations, even Chen Haobei sensed it.

The Angelic Church, the Western European Church, and the War Bear Shrine all

announced at the same time that all believers within the ruling down range, but who had reached
the fourth grade realm or above, all returned to the Church to prepare to leave.

This was soon made known to the general public, and the top officials of all the

countries were dumbfounded as to why such an order was suddenly issued.

In short, many people were on tenterhooks.

This was a sign that the spirits were leaving this world en masse, so after the
Dragon Master explained to the top brass, the impatient military zones from all sides stopped.



The high command was as quiet as a chicken, while the people below were a little

panicked, but the continued lack of action from the top made the people feel at ease instead.

"Oh? Is it about to start?" Lin Hao also sensed something right after him, Chen
Xuanfeng had already informed him through a message.

They also sensed something, especially Lin Ruoshi, who was a supreme deity
controlling the void and naturally sensed it most clearly: "Dad, it's strange, all these things seem
to be leaving, right? Those immortal mansions seem to be being dragged away from the earth by

some powerful force, trying to force them to leave, and the space at the borders is already on the
verge of collapse."

"But this force is in the way of this terrifying void power resisting, and the

turbulence blocking it, and it never got far."

"It's about to start." Lin Hao breathed a sigh of relief, "It's finally over, ah, right
Xiyan, what's the secret you're going to tell me?"

Lin Hao was very curious, what shocking secret could Shen Xiyan tell himself,
was it the evacuation of these immortal mansions? If it was, then one would have guessed it long
ago.

Shen Xiyan's face was filled with a bitter smile as she looked at Lin Hao helplessly,
"It's not that, it's an even more cruel truth than that, things are sort of over, but it's the beginning
of everything."



"What do you mean?" Lin Hao's eyelids fluttered wildly as he let go of Shen

Xiyan, seeing that Shen Xiyan's pretty face was frosty and clearly a little annoyed, it shouldn't be
because of himself and the others, I think it was related to the shocking secret she was about to

say.
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Shen Xiyan did not hide anything and told Lin Hao about the information inside the jade butterfly,
while handing it over to Lin Hao for them to confirm.

When the crowd had finished listening, Lin Hao's face fell into silence with a
gloomy expression, he was surprisingly quiet, but his face was frighteningly gloomy, and the

temperature around him dropped again and again.

"Chen Bei Xuan, this old bastard, do you want to toss people around like that?" Lei
Ling couldn't even resist cursing out loud.

Even Lin Ruoshi, who was so cute that she never scolded anyone, made an
exception this time, but? I am not sure if I can do it. Lin Ruoshi's soft and cute voice rang out,
even when she was cursing, she made people feel very cute: "Yes, Chen Bei Xuan son of a bitch~!
It's so abominable, how can you do this to us! It's so unfair."

Lin Hao didn't say anything with a gloomy face as he summoned the Heavenly

Sin Sword out, and with a clang, the sharp sword was sheathed!

"Lin Hao, what are you going to do? Don't be impulsive ......" Shen Xiyan's
eyelids jumped wildly when she saw Lin Hao pull out the Heavenly Sin Sword, this was going to



be fatal, she was right, if Lin Hao knew the truth, he would have to kill himself and his soul would

go down to the Nine Underworlds to settle accounts with Chen Bei Xuan!

"When I come back to the Nine Underworlds, I'll kill Bei Xuan with my sword!"
Lin Hao gritted his teeth and spoke in one word!

"Don't ......" Shen Xi Yan rushed over and held Lin Hao's sword, a gentle voice
that didn't belong to Shen Xi Yan rang out, "Lin Hao, don't be impulsive, even if you kill Chen
Bei Xuan, it won't help, you must not be impulsive. "

Lin Hao's grip on his sword suddenly froze and he raised his head in shock,
looking at Shen Xiyan in disbelief, "You, what did you just say?"

Shen Xiyan's face faintly stiffened as she hurriedly said, "I said that even if you

killed Chen Bei Xuan, it would still be useless."

The voice of Shen Xiyan, who spoke once again, was slightly cold, but very
pleasant to the ears, as if she was a different person from the gentle and incomparable voice just

now.

Not only was Lin Hao frozen, but Lei Ling and Lin Ruo Shi also looked at Shen

Xiyan with a slightly odd expression.



Especially when Lin Hao saw that Shen Xiyan was carrying Ling Yun's palace
lantern in her hand, her long skirt had a peach petal pattern on it, and the lining was Ling Yun's
favourite pink colour.

"What are you looking at me like that for? I have fused with Ling Yun's divine
soul, her treasures are naturally left to me, and it is also natural for me to know her dharma, what's
so strange about that." Shen Xiyan's tone was cool and very calm, but while she looked incredibly
calm on the surface, she was panicking in her heart, she wouldn't be discovered by Lin Hao,
would she?

Lin Hao frowned but didn't say anything else, it was probably an illusion, if he
continued to investigate deeper, he wouldn't be able to avoid making Shen Xiyan unhappy.

"Mud, this old bastard, I'll get him to death sooner or later!" Lin Hao cursed as he
put the Heavenly Sin Sword away.

Knowing the contents within the jade butterfly, and even more so, knowing Chen
Bei Xuan's final plan, this was not the end, but the beginning of everything.

All the fourth grade Illusionary Spirit Masters in this world would leave with the
Immortal Palace, forming a new Immortal Court, finding another heaven and earth in the endless
void, completely stripped away from the earth.

The other three Orders will each scatter and leave to form their own organisations

and territories, but they will also be bound by the new Immortal Court, and without the

permission of the new Immortal Court, no Illusionary Spiritist of the fourth rank or above will be
allowed to descend to earth again!



Lin Hao had already guessed all this before, he thought this was the end of

everything, but now he was fucking told this was the beginning of everything!

The New Immortal Court will be ruled by the Thunder War God, the God of the

Void, the God of Killing, including the Son of Heaven's Destiny, and each time the New

Immortal Court is ruled, two supreme gods must remain in the New Immortal Court!

The Thunder War God is not the Thunder Spirit, the Void God is Lin Ruoshi, and
the other one is, needless to say, who else but his own daughter-in-law?

This old bastard was trying to tie them up in the New Immortal Court together?

But after careful thought, Lin Hao suddenly realized that this was not the case, but
he also cursed angrily.

The laws of the Immortal Court had already been made by them a long time ago,
but the four supreme deities could jointly change the decrees of the Immortal Court with their
joint names.

In other words, they were all one family, so it wasn't a matter of minutes if they
wanted to amend it? But here comes the problem, the only one of them, which no one is allowed
to change, is that there are at least two Supreme Gods, who are guarding the Immortal Court.
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Moreover, the establishment of the New Immortal Court was only the first step, there was an even
more terrifying secret behind them to be completed, a secret that Lin Hao could not touch right

now, and this was what made him curse, he could not wait to carry the Heavenly Sin Sword and

go straight down to the Underworld.

Lin Hao never understood that the end of this thing was the beginning, and he

couldn't figure out how on earth it could be considered finished.

And after they went back, Lin Hao was the only one who could go down to the

mortal world freely, perhaps this was the only advantage of the Heavenly Destined Son?

And if Lin Ruo Shi and the three of them were to come down, they could only

come down as one Dharma body, and they were restricted in that they would lose their memories
and would not be able to regain them until they returned to the Immortal Court.

Lin Hao's face was gloomy, throwing a wave of hostility to go down to the Nine
Mysteries to settle accounts with Chen Beixuan.

But Chen Beixuan's plan for a new Immortal Court had used some kind of power,
which had brought the plan to this stage, to a completely irreversible stage, and even Lin Hao

could not change the plan.

"Lin Hao, don't be impulsive, really don't be impulsive, it's alright." Shen Xiyan
hurriedly reassured Lin Hao, "Immortal court time is different from earth ah, ten years on earth,



one year in immortal court. We can just change once a year, and you can always come back,
right?"

"I know." Lin Hao said in a good-natured manner, "I guess that old bastard also

felt that it was too much and did so specially, but I'm still angry in my heart and I don't feel good
if I don't beat him up."

Shen Xiyan mother and daughter looked at each other and both snickered heatedly,
seeing that Lin Hao said so, he was basically sure that he would not go down to the Underworld to
settle accounts with Chen Beixuan again, they were also relieved, although Lin Hao could still

come back, but killing himself, this would really be a bit too painful.

As for Chen Bei Xuan, who was making great strides outside the city of the

Underworld, he kept sneezing non-stop, if it were any other day, Chen Bei? The closed whisker

closed the Wuwu ground service er? Xuan probably would have cursed long ago.

But this time Chen Bei Xuan surprisingly no signs of anger, after all, why sneeze,
his heart with a clear mirror ...... Lin Hao heart a million upset, but also can not do anything about
it, what can be done?

But Lin Hao's heart is crossed, Ma De, in addition to this article, the other four
decrees they are not just change!

Therefore, all those who were related to Lin Hao stayed behind, including the four
guardians of the Dragon Sect and the Dragon Group's Vermilion Bird and others.



Next, the Great Daxian houses reunited, and the Jiao Long clan was no exception,
leaving with the East Sea Dragon Palace and the Immortal Court to find a new home in the endless
void, and not to influence or interfere with earthly affairs.

The first to leave were all the Immortal Houses of China and the Qing Yun
Heavenly Palace, each surrounded by stars.

The sound of the Great Dao was heard and the Heavenly Dao Divine Source fell.

In addition to Lin Hao, Shen Xiyan, Lin Ruoshi and Lei Ling, who had inherited

supreme greatness, had advanced to the eighth grade deity realm, although the realm was not that

high, after all, there were not many ninth grade illusionary spirit masters.

But they are supreme deities, enough to suppress the four directions, the strongest
deity is a ninth grade illusionary spirit master, but it is also incredibly difficult to cross them.

Lin Ruoshi raised her hand to control the void for ten thousand miles, no longer
hindered by spatial turbulence, and the supreme greatness that was pulling the many immortal

mansions and the Qing Yun Heavenly Palace away quickly pulled them away, along with the
spirit domains around the world, the Holy See and so on.

Since then, in one day, the gods returned, which also meant that the era of the
gods had completely passed, and all the magical lands in the world, except for China, as well as
the illusionary spiritists of the fourth rank and above all disappeared on the same day.



The illusionary spirit masters in China who were beyond the fourth rank also
began to withdraw from people's sight and quietly disappeared.

It was worth mentioning that the Qinhuai Golden House also departed and merged

into the Immortal Court, becoming part of it, and could be said to be similar to the Immortal

Court's Imperial Garden, in which people from the two great families of Lei Lin lived, including
Lin Qingcheng.

Lin Hao and the rest of them were too busy with miscellaneous matters, and Lin

Hao was used to being a hands-off boss, so Chen Xuanfeng was happy to take up the position of
Immortal King to manage the Immortal Court, even though he was a puppet, but it almost made
Chen Xuanfeng not laugh out loud with a pig squeal.
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